Abstract-Scan shift power can be reduced by activating only a subset of scan cells in each shift cycle. In contrast to shift power reduction, the use of only a subset of scan cells to capture responses in a cycle may cause capture violations, thereby leading to fault coverage loss. In order to restore the original fault coverage, new test patterns must be generated, leading to higher test-data volume. In this paper, we propose minimum-violations partitioning (MVP), a scan-cell clustering method that can support multiple capture cycles in delay testing without increasing test-data volume. This method is based on an integer linear programming model and it can cluster the scan flip-flops into balanced parts with minimum capture violations. Based on this approach, hierarchical partitioning is proposed to make the partitioning method routingaware. Experimental results on ISCAS'89 and IWLS'05 benchmark circuits demonstrate the effectiveness of our method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power consumption for scan-based test is much higher than that for functional operation due to excessive switching activity during test application. This problem is exacerbated by atspeed response capture in delay-fault testing. Excessive heat may cause permanent damage to the circuit under test, reducing circuit reliability and increasing package cost. High dI/dt due to excessive switching activity may cause supply voltage droops, leading to high gate delay, which in turn may cause good chips to fail tests [16] .
Power consumption is therefore a serious problem for atspeed testing, especially for capture cycles. Broadside testing (also called launch-on-capture) is commonly used to detect transition faults. It involves two consecutive at-speed capture cycles, for launching the pattern and for response capture, respectively. Therefore, capture-power reduction has been recognized as a major challenge [13, 17] .
Broadside testing needs a vector pair to be applied to the circuit under test. The first test vector is denoted by V 1 , and the circuit response to V 1 is the second vector V 2 . The response to V 2 is denoted by R. The circuit under test operates at-speed in functional mode for the two capture cycles. The switching activity in the scan chains and resulting capture power are correlated to the Hamming distance between V 1 and V 2 , and between V 2 and R [15] . We refer to these quantities as HD(V 1 ,V 2 ) and HD(V 2 , R), respectively. If HD(V 1 ,V 2 ) is high, more transitions will occur in the combinational logic during the capture cycle, leading to high dI/dt, supply-voltage droop, and the associated problem of high gate delays. This results in the failure of good chips during test application, i.e., yield loss. On the other hand, if HD(V 2 , R) is high, the large number of transitions in scan cells may lead to excessive power consumption. Therefore, in order to reduce the potential for yield loss, it is important to reduce peak switching activity between V 1 and V 2 (launch cycle) [13] . It is also important to reduce the switching activity between V 2 and R (capture cycle) to prevent excessive power consumption [13] .
Recently, many methods have been presented to reduce test power. They can be categorized into pattern-based methods [5, 13, 17] and DFT-based methods [4, 6, 14] . Pattern-based methods include the control of test vectors using post-generation filling [5, 13] or modified ATPG [17] . Since post-generation filling can only reduce the capture power by appropriately filling the unspecified bits in the test cubes, the overall power reduction may be unsatisfactory. Methods based on modified ATPG suffer from high computational complexity and they lead to an increase in test-data volume [13] .
DFT-based methods have received much attention for controlling scan power during shifting or response capture [6, 9] . However, many DFT-based methods are applicable only to stuck-at fault testing [10, 14] and they cannot be used to reduce capture power in the launch cycle or capture cycle for broadside testing. Methods that reduce capture power for broadside testing suffer from the drawback of increased testdata volume [9, 18] , or significant hardware overhead [8] . A new approach is therefore needed to reduce capture power for broadside testing, with minimum impact on test-data volume and hardware overhead. In this paper, we propose a scan-cell clustering method that can support multiple capture cycles with minimum capture violations. The proposed approach can reduce capture power for broadside testing with minimum test-data overhead.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background and motivation for the proposed approach are presented in Section II. The minimum-violations partitioning method is described in Section III. Section IV describes how the partitioning method can be made layout-aware. Experimental results are presented in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper. 
II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. Background
A simple and efficient way for shift-power reduction is to activate only one scan chain in a shift cycle. Therefore, an interesting question is whether capture power for broadside testing can be reduced in a similar way, for multiple capture cycles.
The methods in [10] and [14] reduce capture power for stuck-at fault testing by using multiple capture cycles. However, they cannot be used to directly reduce capture power for broadside testing, since there are two consecutive capture cycles in broadside testing. The method in [14] replaces some scan flip-flops by pairs of input-only and output-only flip-flops in order to support multiple capture cycles. However, the outputonly flip-flops cannot apply their captured responses to the combinational part in the second capture cycle for broadside testing, since their outputs are disconnected from the original fan-out logic cone. The theoretical basis of the method of [10] is that at most k capture orders are needed to achieve full fault coverage, given that the number of scan chains is k. This claim holds true for a one-time-frame circuit model (stuck-at fault testing), but it is not valid for a two-time-frame circuit model (broadside testing). Traditional broadside testing involves two capture cycles, namely the launch cycle and the capture cycle. The use of additional capture cycles and the use of a subset of flip-flops in each cycle can reduce capture power for broadside testing, but it leads to fault coverage loss. To the best of our knowledge, none of the published methods can use multiple capture cycles to reduce capture power for broadside testing, without fault coverage loss.
In this paper, we attempt to use multiple capture cycles to reduce capture power for broadside testing. However, previous studies [10, 14] demonstrate that, capture violation (explained below) is a major problem if multiple capture cycles are used. Therefore, we must address this problem before considering capture-power reduction for multiple capture cycles.
We next present an example to illustrate capture violations. In Fig. 1 4 , respectively. For r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , the interpretation is similar. According to the structure of the circuit in Fig. 1 logic function between input and output is: (i)
Suppose two capture cycles are used to reduce capture power, with a cluster of scan cells capturing their values in a capture cycle. In order to show a capture violation, let us place s 1 and s 2 into the first cluster (part1), and s 3 and s 4 into the second cluster (part2). The test-application scheme with these two capture cycles is shown as Fig. 2(a)-(b) .
In the test application scheme in Fig. 2(a)-(b) , the capture sequence is: (first part1, then part2). The squares with gray colors represent the corresponding scan flip-flops not clocked in that cycle. After the first capture cycle, as in Fig. 2(a) , the test vector (response after the first capture cycle) becomes (r 1 , r 2 , v 3 , v 4 ). According to equations (iii) and (iv), the response of s 3 and s 4 after the second capture cycle may not be r 3 and r 4 because the values of s 1 and s 2 may have changed (from v 1 ,v 2 to r 1 ,r 2 ), as in Fig 2(b) . This situation is referred to as a capture violation.
The use of multiple capture cycles may cause scan flipflops to capture the faulty responses due to capture violations, leading to fault coverage loss. In order to restore the original fault coverage, new test vectors must be generated to cover the untestable faults. Therefore, multiple capture cycles may result in an increase in the test-data volume.
Therefore, the objective of this work is to minimize capture violations. Our premise is that fewer capture violations will lead to less fault coverage loss. We validate this premise on the basis of experimental results presented in Section VI.
B. Motivation
The cause of capture violations is that there is data dependency between two sets of scan flip-flops. Data dependency between them implies that response of one set depends on the test data of the other set. In the topology of the circuit, the data dependency between two scan flip-flops implies that there is a combinational path from one flip-flop to the other. For example, in Fig. 1 , part2(s 3 , s 4 ) has data dependency with part1(s 1 , s 2 ) since there are combinational paths from part1 to part2 (e.g., s 2 to s 3 ). Therefore, data dependency determines the amount of capture violations.
In order to reflect the alone relationship between scan flipflops, a directed graph called "s-graph" is used to represent the dependency relationship. In the s-graph, every node stands for a scan flip-flop and an edge (u, v) denotes the fact that there is a logical path from flip-flop u to flip-flop v in the topology of the circuit. In order to model capture violations, the following definition is given. The capture sequence denotes the sequence of scan chains that capture responses in the multiple capture cycles. An example of an s-graph with two capture cycles is shown in Fig. 3 . If scan chain 2 captures its response first, followed by scan chain 1, the capture sequence will be (chain 2, chain 1). As a result, the edges from chain 2 to chain 1 are defined as violation edges.
We must therefore minimize the number of violation edges in the s-graph in order to reduce the number of capture violations. Hence, a new partitioning algorithm is needed to obtain minimum-violation edges. The goal is to partition the scan flipflops into scan chains to minimize the number of violation edges. The proposed partitioning method is referred to as minimumviolations partitioning (MVP).
III. MINIMUM-VIOLATIONS PARTITIONING
In this section, we describe the optimization method that we use for MVP. The method is based on an integer linear programming (ILP) model.
A. ILP model for minimum-violations partitioning
The objective of minimum-violations partitioning is to minimize the number of violation edges in the s-graph. The key constraint is that scan chains must be balanced.
Assume that there are n scan cells and m scan chains. The goal is to cluster scan cells into m balanced scan chains with the least number of violation edges. We define a binary variable S ik , such that S ik = 1 if the scan cell i belongs to the k-th scan chain, and S ik = 0 otherwise. The weight of the edge from scan cell i to j in s-graph is denoted by w i j . If there is a directed edge from scan cell i to j, w i j = 1, otherwise, w i j = 0. A binary variable V i j is defined, which is set to 1 if the edge from scan cell i to j is a violation edge; otherwise V i j = 0. The parameter d represents the difference in length allowed between different scan chains, and it is set by the user. The complete ILP model is shown in Fig. 4 . The objective is to minimize the number of violation edges. Line 1 introduces a new variable C i , representing the index of the scan chain that i belongs to. Line 2 determines whether an edge is a violation edge. Assume that the capture sequence is from scan chain m to scan chain 1. According to Definition 1, V i j = 1 if scan cell i belongs to a scan chain with higher index than scan cell j; V i j = 0 otherwise. Line 3 ensures that one scan cell can only ILP model for Minimum-Violations Partitioning Objective: be in one scan chain. Line 4 ensures that the length difference between different scan chains should be under a threshold d.
Taking Fig. 3 as an example. The edge from s 1 to s 2 is denoted by (s 1 , s 2 ), and the notations for others are similar. The capture sequence is (chain 2
Since the constraint "if .. else .." in line 2 is nonlinear, a linearization transformation is needed to ensure the constraint is linear. The following two inequalities are introduced to replace constraint 2 in Fig. 4 .
Here, M is a large positive integer. It can be shown easily that the above inequalities are together equivalent to constraint 2. We can linearize constraint 4 using the inequalities
B. Incremental MIP solver
In the previous subsection, the partitioning problem is modeled using ILP. From constraint 2 in Fig. 4 , we see that the size of the model (i.e., the number of constraints) is proportional to n 2 , where n is the number of scan flip-flops. However, some constraints are redundant and they can be deleted. For the variable V i j , there is no need to define it if there is no edge from scan flip-flop i to j. This is because the objective function of the ILP model is ∑ n i=1 ∑ n j=1 w i j ⋅ V i j , and the value of V i j is not meaningful if w i j is 0. If there is no edge from i to j in the s-graph, w i j = 0, implying that there is no need to define V i j .
After the unnecessary constraints are deleted, the size of the ILP model (number of constraints) becomes proportional to the number of edges in the s-graph. The number of variables in this model is proportional to n. However, ILP is known to be an NP-hard problem [7] . Therefore, simplifications are necessary for large problem instances. It is well known that linear programming (LP) problems can be solved in polynomial time [2] . Therefore, we use LP-relaxation to solve the partitioning problem [12] .
In LP-relaxation, integer variables are relaxed to real-valued variables. However, the real value for S ik has no practical meaning. It must be mapped to 0 or 1. Therefore, we use the incremental mixed integer programming (MIP) method to solve the model. This approach does not yield optimal results but it is computationally efficient.
In the LP problem, if we set a subset of variables to be integer type and others to be real type, the resulting MIP problem can also be solved more quickly compared to the ILP problem. Therefore, we set a small subset of variables as integer type in each step and solve the resulting MIP problem. After several iterations, where an upper bound on the number of iterations equals the number of variables in the ILP problem, all the variables will be assigned integer values. From Fig. 4 , we can see that values of all other variables in the model depend on the values of the variables referred to by S ik . Thus, if values of all the S ik variables are fixed, all the other variables will also be fixed. Two sets, S int and S real , are defined as follows. The set S int contains all the variables S ik that are assigned as 0 or 1, while S real contains others. Initially, all the S ik variables belong to S real , and S int = / 0. Once an S ik variable is placed into S int , it will be fixed to be a constant instead of being a variable.
The incremental MIP method involves multiple iterations for solving MIP problem. In each iteration, some S ik variables are set as integers, and the corresponding MIP problem is solved. After solving the problem, the results of these S ik variables must be integer-valued. Hence, they are fixed as 0 or 1 in the next iteration, therefore the number of S ik variables is reduced. The process terminates until all the S ik variables are fixed to integer values. It can be easily shown that, in the worst case, the number of iterations equals the number of variables in the ILP problem.
The procedure for solving the ILP problem using incremental MIP involves three steps. The first step is to solve the corresponding LP problem. The second step is to fix all the S ik that are assigned as 0 or 1 and place them into S int , then, randomly pick a predetermined number of variables from S real and set them as integer type. In this step, the S ik variables that are fixed will be constant values instead of variables in the following iterations. In the third step, the corresponding MIP problem is solved. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until all the variables are integer-valued. The computation time, i.e., number of iterations, can be traded off with the quality of the solution by the choice of an appropriate number of variables to be made integer in each iteration.
IV. ROUTING-AWARE MINIMUM-VIOLATIONS PARTITIONING (RA-MVP)
In this section, we extend MVP by making it routing-aware and scalable. Although the use of LP-relaxation allow us to solve the ILP model and obtain a near-optimal solution in short time, there are still two problems: (1) the LP solver tends to take more time for larger problem instances; and (2) the scan-chain routing overhead after partitioning may be high since MVP does not consider scan-chain routing. Therefore, we next improve MVP to make it scalable and routing-aware.
In order to apply our method to large circuits, we design the sgraph hierarchically. Instead of considering each scan flip-flop as a node in the s-graph, we consider a small group of scan flip-flops as a node. Such a graph is referred to as a high-level s-graph. As a result, the partitioning process consists of two stages: (1) cluster all the scan flip-flops into small groups, and construct a high-level s-graph by considering a group of scan flip-flops as a node; (2) partition the high-level s-graph into two balanced parts with minimum violations. This improved partitioning method is referred to as hierarchical partitioning. Based on this approach, MVP can be made scalable, since the size of the model is smaller when we consider a small group of scan flip-flops as a node. The CPU time needed for solving the optimization problem is also reduced.
Routing-aware scan-chain-partitioning methods are based on the principle that neighboring scan flip-flops should be clustered into the same scan chain [1] . In our hierarchical partitioning method, routing awareness can be easily considered in the first stage. When clustering scan flip-flops into small groups, we attempt to place the neighboring flip-flops into the same group. Then, when MVP is executed, the neighboring flip-flops are placed in the same scan chain, leading to less routing overhead.
In the first stage of hierarchical partitioning, neighboring scan flip-flops are clustered into small balanced groups. There are many methods that can be used to achieve this objective [3] . Here, we use a simple method to implement it. We first obtain the layout information of all the scan flip-flops (an x-coordinate and a y-coordinate for each flip-flop) and set the number of rows and columns to be partitioned. Next, we order the scan flip-flops according to their y-coordinates, and cluster them into balanced rows along the y-axis direction. Finally, a similar method is used to cluster scan flip-flops of each row into balanced columns.
After they are clustered into balanced groups, scan flip-flops within the same group are considered as a node in the high-level s-graph, and the weight of edge from group i to group j is the number of all the edges from nodes in group i to the nodes in group j. Next MVP is applied to the high-level s-graph with a smaller number of nodes and edges than before. Based on this approach, the neighboring scan flip-flops tend to be in the same partition, hence, routing overhead is reduced. As stated before, the MVP method is more efficient than before due to the smaller size of high-level s-graph.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experimental results on ISCAS'89 and IWLS'05 benchmark circuits are provided to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. The test patterns for the experiments were obtained using an in-house broadside test generator. The capture power is estimated using the number of transitions in the scan chain in the capture cycles, since this measure correlates well into the actual capture power [15] .
A. Capture violations and test-data volume
In Table I , the relationship between capture violations and increased test-data volume is shown to validate the premise that fewer capture violations lead to less increase in test data in order to maintain the fault coverage. We assume that, to reduce capture power, only one scan chain captures its response in a capture cycle, as in Fig. 2 . Due to capture violations, some faults cannot be detected in this case. As a result, new test vectors (1) random partitioning, which clusters scan flip-flops into two parts randomly; (2) min-cut [11] , which attempts to partition nodes into two parts with minimum connections (therefore, the number of violation edges is smaller compared to random partitioning); (3) MVP, the proposed minimum-violations partitioning method. The second, fourth, and sixth columns show the number of violation edges for the three different methods. The third, fifth, and seventh columns list the percentage increase in the number of test patterns needed to restore the original fault coverage. From the simulation results, we conclude that the increase in test data is less if the number of violation edges is smaller. We also note that MVP is more efficient for scan flip-flop partitioning with a minimum number of capture violations, and it leads to negligible increase in test-data volume.
B. Performance of MVP
In Table II, The last column shows the CPU time spent on MVP using a workstation with a 3 GHz CPU and 12 GB memory. For the larger circuits, pci bridge32 and ethernet, we also present results for four-part partitioning.
From the results, we can see that the capture power reduction is nearly 50% for two scan chains, and 75% for four scan chains. Since only one scan chain is active in a capture cycle, the capture power reduction is indeed as expected. The comparison between part 1 and part 2 shows that our method partitions the set of scan flip-flops into two balanced parts. For almost all circuits, the number of violation edges is small, hence, the impact of capture violations is low. We also note that the increase in test data is negligible. Therefore, the proposed method can reduce capture power significantly with minimum increase in test-data volume.
Compared to partitioning into two scan chains, capture power reduction is greater when we partition the scan flip-flops into four scan chains. However, the test data increases since the number of violation edges becomes more. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the capture power reduction and test-data volume.
C. Comparison with other methods
In Table III , our method is compared with the methods in [9] and [18] with respect to peak capture power, average capture power, test-data volume and test application time. The methods in [9] and [18] can reduce capture power for broadside testing, but they increase the test-data volume and test application time considerably. We implemented the methods presented in [9] and [18] to compare than with the proposed technique.
All results presented here are relative to the results for conventional broadside testing. From the comparisons on capture power, we see that the average capture power and peak capture power for MVP are lower than for [9] and [18] . From the comparisons on test-data volume and test time, we see that the increase in test-data volume and test-application time for MVP is much less than for [9] and [18] . Therefore, we conclude that MVP can reduce capture power more effectively and with less test-data volume and test time.
D. Performance of RA-MVP
In Table IV , the routing overheads for MVP and routingaware MVP (RA-MVP) are presented to show that hierarchical partitioning is routing-aware. The routing method from [3] is used as the metric to evaluate scan-chain length. The second and fourth columns list the percentage of increase in test-data volume. The third and fifth columns show the percentage scanchain routing overhead. The routing overhead is determined relative to the scan-chain wire length that is obtained after wire-length minimization, without considering capture power for broadside testing. From the comparison, we conclude that RA-MVP leads to much less routing overhead compared to MVP. However, the number of violation edges after partitioning is slightly larger due to less freedom available for partitioning. As a result, test-data volume increases with the reduction of routing overhead. Nevertheless, RA-MVP offers a practical approach for reducing capture power.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new design-for-testability method for reducing capture power in broadside delay testing. We have studied the relationship between the number of capture violations and the increase in test-data volume. Based on this relationship, we have introduced a minimum-violations partitioning method to cluster the scan flip-flops into balanced partitions with minimum number of capture violations. We have extended MVP to make it routing-aware by using hierarchical 
